REPORT ON PLASTIC FREE CAMPIAGN

Participating Institute under Unnat Bharat Abhiyan has actively participated in
Plastic Free Campaign
If we want to move towards a low-polluting, sustainable society, we need to get consumers to
think about their purchases. Taking the motive into the account all the Participating Institute
(PI) worked in their adopted village for the cleanliness drive. Maintaining cleanliness is the
essential part of healthy living because it is the cleanliness only which helps to improve our
personality by keeping clean externally and internally.
Some the major indicative are:

IIT Delhi has taken the initiative as a NCI to ask all the PIs and RCIs to work hand in
hand after the proposal was send from PMO office for UBA for the campaign.



IIT Delhi in itself made a big initiate in its campus along with the adopted village by
NCI it also worked into the campus by banning single use plastic in all the hostel and
asking the campus shopkeepers to not to keep plastic bags,. It created a lot of awareness
and reduced the plastic use by a large value.



All the Participating institute had conducted awareness program in this regard.



They have distributed Cloth bags in their adopted village and collected Plastic Waste.



Few Institution had done recycle inside the campus.



Paper banner/ Banner on Tree leaves/ Banner on Cloth were used during the awareness
program.



An average of 5.0kg plastic per village were collected and recycled.



Participating Institute are avoiding plastic material in their meeting and during the
Campaign



Report were collect through email and whatsapp.



Students involved themselves in cleaning the selected village



PIs also issued a circular to all students to collect plastics from their homes

 Pledge were taken during the Morning Prayer to make campus and village clean and
try to achieve plastic free.


Prize were given prizes to best volunteers by participating institutes.



The villagers cooperated us during the campaigning and supported us for such a great
initiative



Villagers were given cotton bags and villagers were convinced to use cotton bags
only.



Bad effects of plastic on health and environment were also discussed with the
villagers.



Volunteers distributed cloth bag and created awareness of plastic waste management.

